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Thank you again to all involved.
This project has grown much larger than I ever anticipated. It could not be
done without the help of all of you. I never take that for-granted. So again,
Thank you.

Quick rundown on the week.
Republican Lunch at Tinys.
Lunch and Learn was a success. (See below)
Meeting with Mayor Swartwood and Mr. Garrett. Pleasant enough. I suspect
each side learned from the other? I don't suspect I am invited to dinner
anytime soon, but maybe the next lunch with Mr. Moore? We all agreed that
we have the same basic goals for the Town. I appreciate they expressed an
interest.
Lincoln Dinner. Thank you to the Republican group for having us.
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Up to 315+ Facebook likes, lots of shares.
Over 75 Subscribers on this email list.
Billboard still in the works. Delay in ordering.
Finances should be up tomorrow. Not that they are a large project, just only so
much time. We have raised a total of about $2,500.00 all told. That does not
include personal expenses any of you may have incurred. Like I say, the
expense register should be up tomorrow.

The flu and weather was not kind on the circulators. Shana and Paul have
been pretty well out since Wednesday. The weather has made it
challenging. Sunny days ahead?

We need more folks to fill slots / positions. Anybody who is registered can be a
circulator.

Thank you again.
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Hope to see most of you at the meeting tomorrow.

Upcoming Events:

Meeting scheduled for Sunday,
6:00 pm. Feel free to invite / bring
others who would like to become
involved. The more the
merrier. This is a public meeting.
We have closed out the
survey. Some interesting

I have extended an offer to both

results. All can be found here at

Mayor Swartwood and Mr. Garrett

Transparent Payson or here at

should they wish to attend, they are

260Chat.com.

more than welcome.

Sunday, Feb 11th.
Current Totals:

6:00pm - 8:00 (flexible)
Rim Country Health

Did you note the part above? Flu

Community Room

is taking its toll? No updated tally.

807 W. Longhorn
Payson, AZ

If folks could let us know exact
numbers tomorrow night, we can go

The community room is next to DaVita Dialysis.

from there. My guess is around 500

When you enter Rim Country Health make an

currently. So, lets use that for now?

immediate right and follow the signs to Davita.
Please invite folks who would like to help and be

Signatures:

involved.

Darlene

Pending

Bring your own water, etc. Very comfortable room

Scott

Pending

that holds at least 50. Restrooms available also.

Jim

Pending
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Also up coming:
Paul
Rim Country Chamber of Commerce -

Pending

Janet Williams

Tuesday 7:00 - Not speaking. Just a

Others

Pending
Pending

presence.
Rim Country Democrats / Democrats of

Total

Payson: March 13th @ Tiny's 11:30 am

500

Required

1400

Goal

1800

To go:

1300

Days Left 58
Required Per Day:

Thank you again to Deborah Rose
for sponsoring the Lunch and

23 for 1800

Learn.

16 for 1400

I think it went well. Now, I freely
confess I am not a public speaker. I
Voter Registrations: Pending

get by, but do much better with
questions than some canned gig.

We will likely have an interim

The power point was helpful. I enjoy

"signing party" at the end of the

the questions, they really help me
form the issues and I enjoy the

month. Notary, etc. Then Paul can

scrutiny.

hold all the complete ones, and we
can have a final push to the goals.

I would guess about 70 people or
so? Many names added to the
email list. The full run down can be
found here.

We need more
circulators please!

Again, thank you
Deborah!

Also, if you have a
business and we can
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post a flyer, let us
know.

Thank you again for all your help.

Our current needs are money and circulators!
There will be many posts on 260Chat and Transparent Payson in the next day or so
updating all information.
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